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From a Rural Pulpit

The Golden Rule

Randolph J. K. Ellis
University of Warwick, Coventry, England, UK

This study offers an example of ‘standing theology’ as distinguished from sitting theology or kneeling theology. The occasion was the Fourth Sunday of Easter in Bangor Cathedral, 2015. The Epistle reading was 1 John 3: 16-24.
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A short time ago I was listening to a lecture in which the speaker pointed out that at the heart of nearly every one of the world's great religions lies the Golden Rule. As you doubtless know, the Golden Rule boils down to essentially this: ‘treat others as you yourself would wish to be treated’. She went on to say that any religious teaching, any religious practice or any religious behaviour that ignored the Golden Rule would be acting completely contrary to the centrality of its own faith and purposes.

In fact, the Golden Rule is almost impossible to disagree with. It makes it impossible to exclude the other person without also excluding yourself; it makes it impossible to separate yourself from the other. It also makes it impossible for you to appeal to abstract laws or reasons in order to justify your ill-treatment of the other. Again and again, the Golden Rule forces you to come back to you yourself and to put yourself in the position of the other person.
If you are slitting the throat of the other then you would have to justify it by saying; ‘Yes I would like to have my throat slit as well, thank you, it's just sort of thing I have been looking forward to’. Such justifications expose us as liars. The Golden Rule forces us always to take the other person into account.

You and the other person are glued together. You are glued together not because the two of you are shackled or handcuffed or simply just stuck with each other, the glue that sticks you together is *compassion*. You cannot make the other person suffer without *also* agreeing to suffer in exactly the same way yourself. That is why the Golden Rule is at the heart of every one of the great religions. It is stark and brutally literal and cannot easily be overridden. People who suffer are always going to be people like ourselves and people like ourselves don't suffer in a *general* sort of way they always suffer *very specifically*. They always suffer in great detail, in all the detail and complexity that goes to make up a human life.

In invoking the Golden Rule you are also agreeing to suffer in all the literal detail you are planning to make the other endure. There is no room within the Golden Rule for exceptions. You are agreeing to suffer everything that the other person suffers in exactly the same way. There is no room for you to say to the one you are making suffer; ‘I am suffering everything you are suffering and I am feeling everything you are feeling and I am with you in your pain and distress’, without its being quite clear that you are now actually lying on the ground with your throat actually slit and actually suffering and actually feeling the consequences of all that you have inflicted on the other.

There is no room within the Golden Rule to build a world out of words and then to behave as if that world of words *your words* were the real world of the other person. When we do
that, the Golden Rule exposes us as liars. We cannot build another person’s world out of our own words, to do so is to destroy the other person and to turn them into a straw man or straw woman.

Straw people are always easier to deal with than real people. Straw people lack the messy complexity of real flesh and real blood. Straw people are easily controlled, easily slandered, easily dismissed. To turn a real person into a straw person is almost an act of murder. All of a sudden, in the twinkling of an eye the real person no longer exists. Instead, we have straw, straw, straw. And straw people aren’t really real. They are, sort of, like dolls onto whom we may project anything we choose. And we don’t have to take them too seriously, but above all, we don’t have to feel or show compassion towards them. After all, to feel or show compassion towards a straw person, (under the Golden Rule), would be to admit that we would wish to be straw persons ourselves.

Earlier on I said; the Golden Rule boils down to essentially this: ‘treat others as you yourself would wish to be treated’ and that any religious teaching, any religious practice or any religious behaviour that ignored the Golden Rule would be acting completely contrary to the centrality of its own faith and purposes. Sometimes, when a world of words has been built for us and we have been invited to accept it as genuinely ours, (or have been compelled to accept it as genuinely ours,) we will need to return to the loving heart of our religion and faith, to the Golden Rule that won’t allow us to be separated from the other that won’t allow us to be separated from each other that won’t allow us to be separated without doing the greatest damage to ourselves.
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